
STONE HEDS WHITEPAPER

Chronicle

Stone heds is a special group of digital collectible species of stones that live on hedera hash
graph. They exist to make a virtual world for its owners that is both immersive and
interesting.

This NFT embodies what it means to be the head, creating and containing the world's
emotions, experiences, and soul through the metaverse, governing that world through our
special NFT-token unification, free expression and intellectual curiosity, and avoiding all the
limited impossibilities in the physical realm so that it can become an unlimited reality in the
digital realm with real advantages.

Quest

Stone heds have a responsibility to protect virtual assets in the best area of the metaverse
by constructing and building walls with the best stone hed species.

In order to create a magical world for each and every follower of the project, we must first
grasp its digital ecosystem parallels and beyond. Similar to heaven, the owners of our NFT
will not need to work to gain rewards; instead, rewards will be distributed based on our
special pious demand system.

The building of virtual walls around a utopian-metaverse is vital because we are becoming
aware of the limitless options available that exist. We want to create a platform that allows
every single member of our community to express their ideas on web3. In order to truly be
free to become anything they wish, Holders need a place where they aren't constrained by
nature's finite laws. A society with no boundaries and safety. Hence the need for strong walls
built with stone heds, accountable and submissive to every of its holder.



Apocalypse

Our virtual wall around the utopian-metaverse, aims to do the following:

● Creates a big sense of security for our NFT holders'- " stone heds", by being in
charge of their emotions and souls in the utopian-metaverse.

● A place where any emotion and desire each stone hed has can easily materialize in
the quickest amount of time using the strength of an improved technology through
the block chain to bring ideas to existence as long as the Council approves the stone
heds' request in an unbounded amount of time!

● Create strong awareness campaigns of the hedera ecosystem

By addressing their concerns about financial stability in a chaotic and quick society and
keeping them informed of the newest information on global globe upheavals and cultural
changes, we hope to provide our holders with inner bliss and peace of mind.

Squad

Our squad is international, and we have teamed up with the brightest minds from all around
the world. More people are joining our council to decide where to spread the message next.

Perquisites



The purchase of virtual assets will be funded in part via NFT sales. These virtual assets
could consist of virtual real estate, gaming skins, web3 domain names, games, and more.

Every owner of our NFT instantly turns into a stone hed-agent. These agents then have a
passive impact on the community by leasing, renting, and maintaining our virtual properties
guarded by the walls of stones, and the benefit is split between the council and each agent
according to their level of religious observance.

Since raising knowledge of the hedera ecosystem is a gain for all proponents in the field,
every bearer of our NFTs will profit.


